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To: Patricia Ohmans, Frogtown Green Executive Director 

From: Kevin Priestley, Graduate Research Assistant 

Date: 1 June 2016 

Re: Vacant Land Permanence 

Introduction 
This memo defines urban gardening as community gardens, market gardens, and urban farms.  

Greening, by contrast, are community-led efforts to beautify private spaces for public use.  Frogtown 

has less vacant land and fewer foreclosed properties and businesses than other parts of the country—

Baltimore and Milwaukee in particular—that have adopted and implemented successful, long-term 

vacant land management solutions.  However, even with the completion of the Green Line Light Rail 

along University Avenue, new development and new construction in Frogtown lags behind the city of 

Saint Paul as a whole, while rates of ownership have not fully recovered from the recession and 

foreclosure crisis of 2007-2010.  However, community residents and organizations have led efforts to 

improve the neighborhood through gardening and greening, mostly to counter the trends toward 

development.  This report analyzes the Frogtown housing and commercial markets, strategies and 

actors implicated in preservation, the policies and priorities of the Housing and Redevelopment 

Authority, an investigation of Frogtown’s existing gardens, and provides a road map for present and 

future land preservation. 

Market Study 

According to parcel data from Ramsey County in May 2016, 216 lots are vacant, which 

represents 6.39% of the total lots in the neighborhood (3,380 lots in total).  Often, parking lots are 

classified as vacant land.  However, the author used a basemap layer in GIS to remove parking from 

these calculations.  Over 78% of these vacant lots are held by private owners, while the remainder are 
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owned by the City of Saint Paul (10.19%), a bank or the Housing Redevelopment Authority (8.33%), or 

the State of Minnesota (3.24%).  These 216 lots make up over 46 acres of land.  Even though the City 

owns just over 10% of the vacant lots, it controls more than 15% of the total vacant land in the 

neighborhood, or approximately 7 acres.  Private owners hold over 36.7 acres of vacant land while Banks 

and the HRA hold just over 2.5 acres.   

Table 1: Vacant Lots by Ownership 

Table 2: Vacant Land Area by Ownership (acres) 

According to results from the American Community Survey between 2010 and 2014, Frogtown’s 

overall housing vacancy rate stood at 10.3%, which includes vacancies for rental, single-family, condos, 

and vacant residential structures alike.  As of 2016, there are 91 vacant buildings in the neighborhood.  

Cross-referencing foreclosure data from the City of Saint Paul with parcel data from Ramsey County, the 

author compiled information on 84 of these buildings.  The 7 remaining buildings did not have addresses 

listed, and therefore could not be given a unique Object ID, which is a required for mapping and 

statistical analyses.  Of the 84 buildings for which data is available, almost 80% are owned privately, with 

banks, the HRA, and the State owning almost all of the remaining 20%.  The City owns a single vacant 

building in the neighborhood.    

Table 3: Expected Market Value of Occupied Buildings by Land Use Type in Frogtown 

Table 4: Expected Market Value of Vacant Buildings by Land Use Type in Frogtown 

Private City Bank/HRA State TOTAL
Total 3279 34 37 30 3380
Vacant 169 22 18 7 216

Private City Bank/HRA State TOTAL
Total 647.89 51.17 4.71 18.75 722.52
Vacant 36.08 6.98 2.56 0.61 46.23

Single Family Med. Residential Commercial Office Industrial
Average $90,358 $176,600 $923,988 $1,357,881 $879,183
Median $88,200 $95,600 $213,100 $389,100 $565,800

Single Family Med. Residential Commercial Office Industrial
Average $57,386 $74,404 $111,325 $1,811,700 No Vacant Bldgs
Median $53,550 $68,800 $111,750 $1,811,700 No Vacant Bldgs
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Table 5: Expected Market Value of Vacant Lots by Land Use Type in Frogtown 

According to Expected Market Value (EMV) information from Ramsey County Parcel Data, the 

median EMV for vacant lots is $10,100 for residential, $59,900 for commercial, $93,700 for industrial, 

and $52,000 for other land.  The median EMV of vacant buildings in the neighborhood is $53,550 for 

single-family residential, $68,800 for multi-family residential, and $111,750 for commercial buildings.  

Seventy-seven of the 84 buildings included in the study are classified as Category-2 vacancies, which 

means that there cannot be sale without City approval.  In order to gain City approval, private owners 

must complete a registration for new ownership, pay for registration and associated fees, complete a 

code compliance report, get a cost estimate from contractors for repairs, produce a schedule for 

completing repairs, and provide proof of “financial capability” to complete all repairs (City of Saint Paul 

2016).  Considering the cost and time involved in approval processes, purchasing a vacant building may 

be prohibitively expensive. 

For Frogtown residents, purchasing vacant lots or buildings and going through these approval 

processes may be more challenging than for a resident in other parts of the city.  For starters, over 60% 

of the neighborhood’s housing stock was built before 1940 when buildings codes were less stringent.  

Old buildings simply cost more to renovate and bring up to code, and cost even more if a new owner 

wishes to include money-saving efficiency improvements like better windows, insulation, and water 

management systems.  Second, neither Frogtown’s housing market nor its residents have recovered 

from the financial crisis.  Nearly half of all households are cost-burdened, including 28% of homeowners.  

More than 35% of residents live below the poverty line, while another 17% had incomes between 100% 

and 150% of the poverty level (Minnesota Compass 2016).  

Residential Commercial Industrial Other Land
Average $8,479 $129,698 $114,330 $157,218
Median $10,100 $59,900 $93,700 $52,000
Avg. Lot Size 
(sq. ft)

4,361 12,086 18,449 20,339

Price/sq. ft $1.94 $10.73 $6.20 $7.73
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Map 1: Generalized Land Use in Frogtown 
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The above map shows the generalized land use in Frogtown.  For visual clarity, the author 

grouped any condo, townhome, apartment, duplex, or triplex into multi-family residential.  Similarly, all 

properties zoned office, commercial, and industrial were consolidated into groups irrespective of the 

density designation from the city.  Vacant land is intermixed throughout the neighborhood and located 

close to lots and buildings with many different zoning designations.   

According to the 2016 Ramsey County Assessor’s Report, Frogtown added no new apartment 

buildings and had the weakest residential sales of any neighborhood in the City between 2015 and 2016.  

Despite a 12% increase in condo value in the neighborhood, no new condos were built and the average 

value remains the lowest in Ramsey County.  No new townhomes were added and, even though 11 new 

single-family homes were constructed, the average vale for single-family home continues to be the 

lowest in the county.  Furthermore, the Assessor’s Report predicts that the median estimated market 

value of residential property in the neighborhood will decline into next year.  And even with the 

completion of the Green Line, which has no doubt increased property values and property taxes for 

commercial buildings along University Avenue, the number of commercial parcels in the neighborhood 

declined by 2.19% from 2015 (Baker 2016, 20-27).   

These market details represent a continuation of past trends.  In both 2011 and 2013 Ramsey 

County Assessors’ Reports, the neighborhood had 190 commercial parcels.  In 2016, that number was 

down to 179.  In 2011, Frogtown had 79 apartment parcels.  By 2013, that number had declined to 73, 

and by 2016, increased to 74.  Residential sales appear to have picked up, from 53 in 2011 and 48 in 

2013 to 62 in 2016.  However, the sales figures in 2011 were second-lowest in the City while those in 

2013 and 2016 were the lowest.  The number of condos in the city remained static at 184 between 2011 

and 2013.  In 2016, Frogtown lost one condo building and now has 183.  The neighborhood did add 25 

townhomes between 2013 and 2016, however the majority of these new units may be found in one 

affordable housing development on Dale Street.  Since 2011, the neighborhood has added 23 new 
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single-family homes.  Frogtown was hit especially hard by the foreclosure crisis, which appears in the 

Assessor’s reports as a decline in the average value of homes from $94,179 in 2011 to $76,389 in 2013.  

Since then, the market has recovered and the average value for single-family homes in 2016 is almost 

$101,000 (Baker 2016, 20-27; Baker 2013, 14-22; Baker 2011, 8-16).   

Even though new homes have been constructed at a greater rate than the rest of the city, nearly 

300 homes were demolished in the Frogtown and Summit-University neighborhoods between 2000 and 

2014.  When demolition and new construction occur at similar rates, little changes in the way of 

personal equity (Melo 2015).  Furthermore, there is little change in the location of vacant properties, 

with both land and buildings dispersed throughout the neighborhood.  A map of vacant land and 

properties by ownership type may be found on the following page.  

These market realities in Frogtown signals that the City will not simply be able to build its way 

out of stagnation.  Moreover, Frogtown has a greater share of residents who rely on public 

transportation and a greater share of children and young adults than the city as a whole, with roughly 

one-third of the neighborhood’s population under the age of 18.  Less than 20% of the population is 

white, compared to nearly 55% in the city.  The market realities appear to reflect systemic social issues 

that may not be solved through construction and new development alone.  Construction and new 

development may even worsen these conditions and make the neighborhood less stable into the future.  

Instead, the City should entertain new strategies for building community and supporting ongoing 

development in other arenas that might make the neighborhood more attractive and that increase 

equity for Frogtown’s families.   
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Map 2: Vacant Land and Vacant Properties by Ownership Type 
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New Development or Preservation? 

The issue at hand is the long-term, if not permanent, preservation of urban gardens and 

greening sites pitted against the impetus to develop them in ways that produce greater tax revenue for 

the city, particularly new construction.  These competing drives produce a bizarre disconnect between 

the City and community-based organizations.  On one hand, market gardens do not pay much in the way 

of property taxes since there is little value of the property constructed on agricultural land.  City-owned 

parks are tax exempt, managed by the city, and serve an expressly public purpose.  As a result, parks 

cost the city and taxpayers money to maintain.  Using this logic of development, vacant land should be 

preserved until developers emerge to purchase properties outright and construct new buildings on 

these sites.  On the other hand, using the logic of preservationists and some greeners, cities cease to be 

engines of economic growth without parks, gardens, and public spaces.  Not only do these spaces offer 

tranquility and respite but also places to meet, to have conversations, to learn about and experience 

urban life of many shapes and varieties.  Vacant land should therefore be transformed into spaces that 

facilitate community building and interaction.  

For a number of reasons, this dialectic is reductionist and misses opportunities for creative 

strategies to accomplish both increased revenues and facilitation of community-building efforts 

simultaneously.  For one, this imaginary dialectic erodes the chances that long-term, incremental, and 

community-driven efforts to transform neighborhoods through means other than direct economic 

intervention may also increase tax revenues.  It minimizes the reality that small-scale development 

efforts led by communities encourage greater stewardship over public and private spaces alike, which in 

turn, leads to greater public space usage and a greater sense of belonging (Howard, 2012; Crompton 

2001).  It eliminates unique possibilities to foster community and interaction among peoples of very 

different backgrounds, which, according to theorists like Jane Jacobs, is essential to the healthy 

functioning of urban environments (Obach and Tobin 2014).  Second, research demonstrates that parks 
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and public spaces must be sited in places that maximize use throughout the day (Handy et. al 2008; 

Kaczynski et. al 2014).  They must be sited in places that have a mix of land uses, where people work, 

shop, and live, served by a variety of transportation options that include walking, biking, public transit, 

and driving.  Siting parks in areas where they will be underutilized may lead to increased crime or blight.  

Therefore, both development for development’s sake and preservation for preservation’s sake are 

misguided strategies that may even propagate current problems into the future. 

Many ongoing efforts to green the neighborhood have begun to creatively reimagine what may 

be possible in Frogtown.  The completion of Frogtown Park and Farm last fall—the city’s first publicly 

managed farming operation for the public—parallels a commitment to urban agriculture from numerous 

organizations and public-private partners.  These agencies include Frogtown Green, Mano a Mano, 

Stone’s Throw Urban Farm, the Frogtown Neighborhood Association, the Twin Cities Mobile Market, 

Youth Farm, Loaves and Fishes, and many others powered by a collection of landscapers, gardeners, 

advocates, activists, and community members.  These groups realize that vacant land may be leveraged 

as a resource to increase food access and food security while also providing residents opportunities to 

forge great connections to each other, to nature, and to community, thereby increasing the sense of 

belonging and ownership that comes with being a resident of Frogtown. 

 A number of strategies may be employed to ensure that urban gardens and greening continues 

in the neighborhood.  Moreover, these strategies may also contribute to long-term stabilization of 

housing and commercial markets.  Frogtown Park and Farm, a site previously owned by the Wilder 

Foundation, is a thirteen acre public park, five acres of which the City has leased to the Frogtown Farm 

non-profit.  This is a unique arrangement not only in the City, but throughout the country, and should 

guarantee a public space for urban gardening long into the future.  
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Neighborhood Actors and Strategies for Preservation 

Greening groups in Frogtown must continue to advocate for one another.  The network of 

support must also reach out to other organizations like churches, food banks, and community 

centers.  Preservation of the lots where greening has already occurred should be the primary mission of 

co-supportive organizations.  The preservation of future land for green space should reflect the findings 

of the community-led Vacant Lots Task Force and prioritize land set-asides in the area bounded by Dale, 

Rice, Minnehaha, and University.  Furthermore, gardening groups and the Neighborhood Association 

should work with the city to preserve the vacant spaces along Dale Street and transform the corridor 

into a linear park strip.  The best way for this to be done would be a combination of fee simple purchase, 

partnership(s) with community land trusts and/or affordable housing developers, by advocating for 

zoning and land use classification changes, and adopting public-community partnerships—like Frogtown 

Park and Farm—that will better facilitate greening efforts in the future. 

Fee simple purchase is the preferred method by cities and municipalities for transferring vacant 

land to private owners.  It is the most common means of land disposition, where a private owner 

purchases land outright.  First, fee simple purchases guarantee management and ownership of lots and 

properties by private entities.  Second, the city seeks the profits from land sales and will thereafter enjoy 

increased tax revenues from any structures built on the land.  Cities and municipalities prefer selling 

vacant land to developers because new development promises greater tax revenues than land set aside 

for gardening, food production, and community space.  New development also tends to spur more new 

development in proximate areas especially where land and property markets remain feeble.  As 

mentioned above, new development in Frogtown has occurred alongside teardowns and demolitions, 

which limits the appreciation of land and property values. 

For many farmers or gardeners, fee simple purchase may not be feasible.  The cost of 

purchasing land and property depends, to a large extent, on the zoning classification and preferred uses 
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of the site.  Residential land costs less than commercial land, which costs less than industrial or office 

land.  Commerce, industry, and offices generate more income than residential properties, so land is 

priced to reflect the expected future incomes from businesses on these plots.   

Property taxes present another challenge, especially when they increase with greater demand in 

land markets and submarkets.  Even if urban farms and gardens have enough capital to purchase the 

land on which to operate, property tax increases reduce their bottom line, which negatively affects their 

ability to pay workers fair wages, their ability to take their farms to scale, and limits their future 

development capacity by reducing yearly incomes.  These farms have trouble growing when property 

taxes increase rapidly.   

Another strategy that may be employed by urban farmers and greening groups is to partner 

with (or transform themselves into) community land trusts (CLTs).   CLTs are community-based, non-

profit organization that works toward the perpetual ownership of land or property to take it out of for-

profit land acquisition schemes.  Today, the most common application of the CLT model is in affordable 

housing, where the CLT purchases land and then sells the property to income-qualified homeowners for 

a fraction of the total cost of housing.  When homeowners choose to move out of the home, they sell 

the property back to the trust, with whom they split the appreciated value, and gain equity to put 

toward their next home.  The CLT then makes necessary improvements to the property, sells it to 

another income-qualified homebuyer, and the process begins anew (City of Lakes Community Land Trust 

2012). 

When CLTs engage in land banking, two important question they must ask are how to craft lease 

agreements and whether or not market equity will transfer to lessees as the land appreciates in 

value.  Even though agricultural land trusts provide farmers with access to land, provide fresh food and 

produce for neighbors and residents, promote equality and sustainability, and protect open space, they 

usually have little in the way of physical assets.  These land trusts usually stipulate a minimum land area 
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to be set aside for agricultural activity and regulate the types of lessee improvements that can be made 

on the land, although barns and greenhouses are usually permitted.   

Agricultural land trusts may encounter problems generating enough income in high-density 

areas or areas with high land values to cover yearly tax expenditures and other fees. Farming 

operations, and community gardens in particular, rarely generate enough income to cover yearly tax 

expenditures and other fees. Conflict may arise between the CLT’s stated community mission and its 

ability to subsidize garden leases.  In these cases, CLTs must remain practical about the need to stay 

above water while also meeting community needs.  The National Community Land Trust Network 

recommends a graduated lease rate—increasing over time—or market rates depending on the size, 

profitability, and incorporation status of the lessor while subsidizing them as much as possible (White 

2011).  

In addition to community land trusts, several zoning or land-use strategies may be available to 

gardening groups who wish to preserve land in perpetuity.  Both Minneapolis and Saint Paul have 

regulations that deal with urban agriculture, although Minneapolis’ regulations are far more favorable 

to those who wish to operate gardens. To modify existing zoning regulations to that would allow for the 

establishment of urban gardens and farms on non-residential or non-commercial properties requires a 

zoning change request to go through the Saint Paul Planning Commission.  Unused industrial facilities 

and offices could sponsor gardening on their property, as the Banbro Corporation has done on their 

warehouse site at the corner of Pierce Butler Route and Chatsworth Street in Frogtown, but must apply 

for easements and variances to do so.  Furthermore, changing zoning codes from, say industrial to 

commercial, would also require remunerations for current owners due to the lost land values that 

accrue from the change (Mai Chong Xiong, interviewed February 2016). 

Whereas Saint Paul defines urban agriculture as a use of land for the purpose of harvest, sale, or 

donation, Minneapolis defines three distinct types of urban agriculture—community gardens, market 
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gardens, and urban farms—and proposes different zoning and land use regulations for each level of 

agriculture.  Unlike Saint Paul, where gardens may only be located on commercial or residential sites, 

Minneapolis permits community gardens on sites zoned for business (office) and industrial as long as soil 

samples pass environmental muster.  Conditional use permits in Minneapolis are required only for 

market gardens larger than 10,000 square feet (roughly a quarter-acre) located on residential and 

business-residential properties.  Urban Farms may operate on light industrial properties and need a 

conditional use permit for large commercial sites (City of Minneapolis 2015; City of Saint Paul n.d.).  

These three strategies offer the best opportunity for urban gardening groups in Frogtown, and 

Frogtown Green in Particular, to preserve urban gardens and greening efforts in the long term.  Long-

term leases, which have been successfully deployed in the past, will continue to be important, but only 

in cases of new site selection and demonstrating a long-term commitment to land stewardship and 

management. 

Housing and Redevelopment Authority Policies and Procedures 

In order to leverage the city to transfer ownership rights to individual gardeners, gardening and 

greening organizations must understand how the Housing and Redevelopment Authority operates.  The 

rules governing urban gardens are outlined in the “Garden Lease Guidelines” for the city.  According to 

this document, the “HRA will lease any of its vacant lots for which there is no proposed development 

plans to Eligible Participants for use as an urban garden” (Housing and Redevelopment Authority of 

Saint Paul n.d., 1).  Gardens are herein understood to be used for the cultivation of annual vegetables 

and/or flowers, with no other uses permitted.  The HRA charges $1 per month in rent during the 

growing season and requires that a certificate for workers’ compensation insurance, employer’s liability 

insurance, and comprehensive general liability insurance be held by Eligible Participants.  The document 

also outlines maintenance of garden lots, soil testing, and a waiver for damage deposits.   
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The Garden Lease Guidelines are trumped by the “Policy and Procedures for Disposition of HRA 

Owned Real Estate” guidelines, which outline purposes, objectives, and procedures for sale, lease, or 

“other disposition” of real estate owned by the HRA (Housing and Redevelopment Authority of Saint 

Paul 2009).  This policy was written to ensure consistency and transparency in HRA disposition, to 

maximize the HRA’s ability to promote redevelopment opportunities, minimize the public investment 

required to acquire and redevelop real estate in the city, minimize the period of time that real estate is 

held by the HRA before it is sold, maximize available resources for future property acquisition, and 

provide equal opportunities to purchase HRA real estate.  The document also details the process for 

submitting requests for proposals and requests for qualifications for developers or developments on 

HRA sites.   

These two documents outline the city’s priorities for redevelopment.  Gardens and creatively 

repurposing city property comes second to new development.  Maximizing redevelopment 

opportunities and minimizing public investment means selling land to the highest bidding developer or 

development with the greatest potential for increasing revenues.  Gardens will probably never fit that 

bill, and so the city would like them to be interim uses.   

Even though the HRA prioritizes new development above creative strategies for land 

management and ownership, it also states that the goal for their development initiatives is minimize the 

period of time it holds onto these lots or properties.  Of all the vacant lots and properties currently 

possessed by the HRA in Frogtown, the most recent date of acquisition was December, 2010.  Nearly six 

and a half years later, this lot remains vacant.  Several of these lots have been held by the HRA for over 

twenty years, since the early 1990s.  Of the current lots and properties in Frogtown owned by banks, the 

most recent date of acquisition was October, 2010.  Like the HRA, some banks have held properties 

since the mid-90s.  Each one of them earns the city $0 in tax revenues and, when considering the sunk 
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costs of administration, oversight, and management, the city loses taxpayer revenue by doing nothing 

with these properties.   

Urban gardens and impromptu green spaces might not increase city revenues drastically, but at 

the very least they do not cost the city more money than it takes in.  In fact, even though there are no 

properties constructed on HRA-owned lots, these lots incur charges for special assessments and other 

fees which may offset costs of inspections.  Furthermore, the primary issue in Frogtown is not HRA-

owned land.  It is the privately-held vacant land and properties that make up the vast majority of unused 

or unproductive space.  The HRA has limited powers to acquire these lots and properties.  Long term 

land holdings by a public agency cannot help to improve markets or make land more valuable.  Still, the 

HRA remains hesitant to commit to long-term urban gardening and greening uses on its property.  This 

hesitancy may be attributable to the fact that the neighborhood (and City more generally) lack a 

consolidated agency to work on behalf of gardeners and greeners.   

Frogtown’s Gardens 

There arises an interesting and important question for those gardens that already exist in the 

neighborhood.  Who will advocate on their behalf, and what organization will be held responsible for 

mediating disputes between gardeners and the City?  This kind of organization—one that has created 

effective change in places like Baltimore and Milwaukee—does not yet exist in Frogtown or Saint Paul 

generally.  In those places, a consolidated management organization helps to build capacity among 

gardeners while also advocating for creative uses of land at the city level.  Baltimore Green Space and 

Milwaukee Urban Gardens both provide these services while partnering with youth organizations and 

schools to realize their community-driven missions.  

Ad hoc organizations and gardening groups, while no doubt dedicated to the production of 

healthy food and strong communities, often lack the capacity to effect change at the city level, to 
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negotiate leases or purchasing arrangements, and have limited knowledge about the regulatory barriers 

that may be modified or removed to better facilitate their activities.  Furthermore, cities with varying 

levels of bureaucracy, would rather have a single organization be responsible for maintenance, 

operations, and management on garden sites, rather than a dispersed group of gardeners across 

neighborhoods.  A second question emerges as a result.  How might a centralized organization support 

the on-site gardeners and neighbors without taking over day-to-day operations, without taking credit for 

the work of urban gardeners and greeners?  These are the primary challenges facing ad hoc urban 

gardens in Frogtown today.   

 

Urban Rootz Community Garden 

The Urban Rootz Community Garden is located on a city-owned lot at 767 Sherburne Avenue.  

Neighbors have gardened on the lot for five years and operate by renewing short-term, one-year lease 

agreements with the Housing and Redevelopment Authority (HRA).  Why put money into a vacant lot if 

the HRA can, in one fell swoop, revoke the lease arrangement, tear out the gardening infrastructure, 

and prioritize new construction?  The short-term leasing arrangements prevents neighbors from making 

upgrades and improvements should the HRA decide to redevelop the lot for housing.  This arrangement 

also prevents the neighbors who occupy the space from reaching out to the broader community in 

meaningful ways and encouraging long-term participation on the site.  Given how this site has already 

demonstrated a commitment to long-term self-management, Urban Rootz needs a solution for long-

term permanence. 

 

Our Village Community Garden 

 Our Village Community Garden operates, like Stone’s Throw, with an agreement from Banbro 

and the Port Authority to use land along Milton Street for community gardening.  More than 40 lots are 
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used by public housing residents, renters, and homeowners.  With onsite staff throughout the summer 

to help manage plots and answer questions about planting, this space helps forge community 

connections and education about gardening and farming.  Moreover, Youth Farm uses several plots to 

grow food that they donate to food shelves and host a yearly dinner that provides fresh fruit and 

vegetables for more than 2,000 Frogtown residents.  Like Urban Rootz, Our Village needs a solution for 

long-term permanence. 

 

Stone’s Throw Urban Farm 

 Stone’s Throw Urban Farm is a Community-Supported Agriculture Farm that operates on twelve 

sites throughout the Twin Cities, four of which are located in Frogtown.  The most visible of these sites 

are located on Dale Street, Frogtown’s central north-south thoroughfare.  Stone’s Throw was able to 

negotiate a three-year lease arrangement with the HRA on its Frogtown sites.  Even though this 

arrangement has a longer term than Urban Rootz, similar problems have emerged.  Critical to the farm’s 

survival is the ability to scale their sites, which would contribute to local food security and create local 

jobs.  Without long-term ownership solutions, scalability becomes a serious question.   

Stone’s Throw also operates at the former Saxon Ford Site, on the corner of Galtier and 

Sherburne.  Currently owned by the HRA, the lot is slated for redevelopment by the Hmong American 

Partnership to build supportive housing for seniors on roughly half of a city block.  This exemplifies the 

nature of the relationship between the HRA and urban gardeners, where urban gardening and greening 

is considered a temporary use on a pathway to greater development. 

At the Stone’s Throw farm on the Banbro site—on the opposite side of the building as Our 

Village Community Garden—they have an agreement with both Banbro and the Port Authority of Saint 

Paul, who leases the land to Banbro.  Moreover, the Port Authority will soon be considering new options 

for promoting urban gardening and greening on their land throughout the city.  Unlike Our Village and 
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Urban Rootz, Stone’s Throw needs long-term ownership in order to stay afloat and continue to provide 

jobs and expand operations in the neighborhood.   

 

Asian Elder’s Demonstration Garden and Tree Frogs Parklet 

The widening of Dale Street left many vacant lots deemed too-small to sell in the hands of the 

HRA.  Some of these lots have been transformed into urban garden spaces.  The Asian Elder’s 

Demonstration Garden and the Tree Frogs Parklet are on two of these lots along Dale Street.  The 

former provides gardening lessons to elderly neighborhood residents, while the latter will soon become 

a parklet with fruit trees, educational materials, public art, and benches for relaxation.  The community 

functions provided in these spaces may not provide increased property tax revenue for the city, but they 

provide much needed interactivity along a stretch of Dale Street that lacks much foot traffic, businesses, 

and homes. 

Moreover, these “sliver parcels” owned by the HRA fall under a different set of policies than 

“Garden Lease Guidelines” and the “Policy and Procedures for Disposition of HRA Real Estate” called 

“Disposition Policy and Procedure for the Sale of Splinter Parcels for Residential Side Yards”.  Under 

these guidelines, the city hopes to “revitalize neighborhoods by removing blighting influence of 

neglected vacant lots,” “increase the City’s tax base” by returning publically-owned sliver parcels to 

private ownership, and reduce the annual land holdings of the HRA.  These policies stipulate that the 

HRA prefers to sell unbuildable sliver parcels to adjacent neighbors in good standing in terms of 

property tax payments.  This policy excludes the transfer of sliver parcels to urban gardeners or greeners 

whose property does not abut the lot.  Even though the HRA will probably not threaten the Asian Elder’s 

Demonstration Garden or the Tree Frogs Parklet, neither of these sliver parcels are managed by 

neighbors with adjacent properties.  Adjacent property owners still have the first position should the 

HRA decide to sell them. 
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Conclusion 

 These gardens and farms provide the neighborhood with healthy food, jobs, and opportunities 

for community engagement, which may not be easily measured in terms of property tax revenues.  A 

centralized management or advocacy organization that serves as a mediator between the City, the HRA, 

and/or gardeners and greeners may provide a better opportunity for long-term ownership and 

stewardship of vacant lots in Frogtown.  The way an organization may assist these gardens and farms 

will be detailed below. 

A Road Map for Urban Garden Preservation 

The majority of lots used for urban gardening and greening in Frogtown are owned by the 

Housing and Redevelopment Authority.  To continue to allow community members and individuals to 

operate on these lots may require the consolidation of advocacy and policy making into one 

organization that acts as a mediator.  This organization could be Frogtown Green.  It could be a 

community land trust.  It could be the wing of a housing development group with a vested interest in 

food security for tenants and the communities they serve.  The kind of organization matters less than 

the program it puts in place to preserve lots and gardens in perpetuity.  In Baltimore and Milwaukee, it 

has taken the form of organizations that serve a combination of roles, part land trust, part mediator, 

part management.  Even though the umbrella organization that enters this line of work matters little, 

the need for a consolidated entity is paramount to the successful preservation of gardens and green 

spaces.   

There are a series of steps this organization must take to ensure the preservation of current 

garden spaces.  The first is meeting with the HRA.  These meetings should do three things.  First, arrange 

a way to transfer land from the HRA to the organization.  Second, the organization and HRA should 
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negotiate prices for special assessments and/or property taxes paid on these types of land.  Third, the 

organization should petition to change the sliver parcel disposition policy that will grant itself powers 

similar to those of adjacent neighbors.  Although the HRA would no doubt be unable to maximize the 

incomes from these kinds of dispositions, any income would be greater than the negative income these 

lots currently deliver.  Furthermore, developing these lots as garden spaces may have a knock-on effect, 

where property values appreciate and exceed revenues earned from new construction on the same 

garden lot.   

The transfer of land from the HRA to the organization can be done by outright purchase for a 

reduce rate or in a lease-to-own scenario, where the land is purchased after three or five years of 

payments.  The fastest and most effective way to own the land is through fee-simple purchase, which 

frequently comes with high costs.  A lease-to-own scenario would allow the organization to preserve 

many gardens and parklets simultaneously, by making monthly or annual payments over three or five 

year terms.  Both of these solutions should also be extended to for-profit urban farms like Stone’s 

Throw, who have demonstrated long-term commitment to the neighborhood.  The organization could 

even advocate for the transfer of HRA lots that have been vacant for a certain amount of time, say seven 

or ten years.  With time as a factor, the HRA would also have a greater incentive to transfer land and 

development rights more quickly.    

The advocacy organization should negotiate prices for special assessments and property taxes 

on sites operated by affiliated gardeners.  The latter is particularly important for the longevity of 

community gardening and green spaces that do not generate income.  Revenues may be generated to 

cover the costs of property taxes through membership and adopt-a-garden programs by reaching out to 

community members and gardeners.  Membership may even cover additional costs associated with 

hiring staff to manage gardens or pay for upgrades and improvements on-site. 
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The sliver disposition policy must be modified to allow for greening to occur where city codes 

mandate that new construction cannot occur.  This is particularly relevant for creating a linear park 

corridor along Dale Street, where a number of HRA-owned sliver parcels currently exist and on which 

multiple gardens and parklets operate.  While city code may prevent these parcels from being 

developed, they make the perfect space for small urban gardens or pollinator habitats.   

The next steps include the preservation of privately-held vacant lots in the future.  The simplest 

process for acquisition of these lots is through accepting land donations from current owners.  In effect, 

the organization would leverage itself as a land trust for permanent preservation of land.  If donations 

do not go through, or remain unappealing to current owners, the city and organization could work 

together on compensation plans that would give current owners fair market value.  Future lots that 

should be targeted for preservation are located in the area bounded by Dale Street, University Avenue, 

Minnehaha Avenue, and Marion Avenue.  These compensation plans would probably only be able to 

occur once the organization has reached a certain threshold for equity, which could be some time in the 

future.  It would also open better lines of communication between the neighborhood, the organization, 

the city, and the HRA to determine which sites would best serve the community and which sites would 

best serve new homeowners or businesses. 

To minimize costs for itself, the organization could partner with the Frogtown Neighborhood 

Association to fulfill liability coverage and other insurance requirements.  Once the organization has 

built enough equity, it could take on this responsibility itself.  At this point, the organization would be in 

charge of paying for insurance, property taxes, special assessments, and leasing arrangements on new 

sites while providing much needed advocacy and coordination services between individual gardeners 

and the institutions that serve them. 

To raise money for these endeavors, the organization could charge membership fees, garden 

space rental fees, and perform contract work with schools and community organizations in the 
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neighborhood like churches and mosques.  As with most community land trust models, the fees must be 

measured against the organization’s community-driven mission. 

All of these strategies ensure the permanent preservation of urban gardens and green space in 

Frogtown.  A number of barriers will certainly arise throughout these discussions and conversations with 

various bureaucracies.  There is hope that conversations and greater levels of communication will 

contribute to greater stability of Frogtown markets, provide more opportunities for community 

interaction, and heighten the sense of belonging among neighbors.    

 

Appendix 1: 

Community Land Trust Case Studies 

In Minneapolis, the City of Lakes Community Land Trust (CLCLT) builds affordable housing to be 

preserved in perpetuity and supports their residents through financial literacy programs and grants for 

training opportunities and community improvement projects.  When an individual or a family purchases 

a CLCLT home, they sign an agreement with CLCLT that guarantees 100% of earned equity through their 

mortgage, 100% of their initial down payment, plus 25% of any equity accrued through the market when 

they move out.  The other 75% goes back to CLCLT, which will help another limited income family 

purchase a home. 

Community Land Trust models have also been implemented to preserve agricultural land in 

urban areas, although the most widely-renowned CLTs for agriculture have diversified to include 

housing and commerce.  Many of these CLTs partner with local school districts to provide educational 

opportunities for children of all ages.  The Athens Land Trust in Athens, Georgia, builds homes, 

conserves land, and manages farmers’ markets where residents living in Land Trust homes and working 

in Land Trust garden space sell produce.  In a similar fashion, Community GroundWorks in Madison, 
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Wisconsin, manages Troy Gardens, a public park, community garden, market garden, farmers’ market, 

and affordable housing development.  Community GroundWorks provides a Gardener in Residence 

Program to local area schools, sponsors field trips, and operates a youth farm at the Troy Gardens.  The 

Athens Land Trust is a member of the nation-wide Farm to School Initiative that encourages children to 

eat healthy foods and provides volunteer support and teacher training programs in Athens schools. 

When CLTs engage in land banking, two important question they must ask are how to craft lease 

agreements and whether or not market equity will transfer to lessees as the land appreciates in 

value.  Even though agricultural land trusts provide farmers with access to land, provide fresh food and 

produce to neighbors and residents, promote equality and sustainability, and protect open space, they 

usually have little in the way of physical assets.  These land trusts usually stipulate a minimum land area 

to be set aside for agricultural activity and regulate the types of lessee improvements that can be made 

on the land, although barns and greenhouses are usually permitted.   

Agricultural land trusts may encounter problems generating enough income in high-density 

areas or areas with high land values to cover yearly tax expenditures and other fees. Farming 

operations, and community gardens in particular, rarely generate enough income to cover yearly tax 

expenditures and other fees.  In a neighborhood like Frogtown, and especially along Dale Street, the 

costs of land and other fees may be too high for a CLT to operate in the black.  Moreover, conflict may 

arise between the CLT’s stated community mission and its ability to subsidize garden leases.  In these 

cases, CLTs must remain practical about the need to stay above water while also meeting community 

needs.  The National Community Land Trust Network recommends a graduated lease rate--increasing 

over time--or market rates depending on the size, profitability, and incorporation status of the lessor 

while subsidizing them as much as possible. 
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Appendix 2: 

Baltimore Green and Milwaukee Urban Gardens Case Studies 

Cities with a successful track record of supporting and growing urban gardening and agricultural 

activities may be found throughout the country and come in many different shapes and sizes.  As noted 

above, Athens and Madison have very successful community land trust organizations that have 

facilitated greater access to healthy food, provide for affordable housing, and greater levels of 

community interaction and involvement.   

Despite all of their successes, Athens Land Trust and Community GroundWorks developments 

are located on the periphery of mid-sized cities.  Frogtown, on the other hand, is a large neighborhood 

with small plots adjacent to the urban core of Saint Paul.  Although Madison and Saint Paul both make 

the list of top-100 American cities by population size and both have grown in population between 2010 

and 2014, Saint Paul has nearly double the population density and faces more constraints on outward 

expansion/annexation, which places more demands on the land market.  Case studies from larger, more 

dense cities may provide contextual examples closer to the city of Saint Paul. 

Milwaukee and Baltimore have highly successful urban gardening programs that have 

successfully lobbied their respective cities for solutions to land permanence.  Milwaukee Urban Gardens 

(MUG) is an affiliate of Groundwork Milwaukee, a land trust program adopted by the National Park 

Service that evolved from a program of the same name in the United Kingdom.  Groundwork uses 

private-public-community partnerships to set aside run-down or unused land in urban areas for 

beautification, recreation, and community-driven economic development.  More than 20 cities around 

the United States have adopted Groundwork programs designed to restore brownfields and vacant lots, 

improve urban waters and watershed management practices, promote active living and healthy 

communities, promote equitable development and transportation, support community food initiatives, 

provide youth development programs, and to sponsor energy efficiency and solar farming operations. 
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Milwaukee Urban Gardens works by responding to citizens and residents who envision the 

potential uses for vacant lots in their neighborhood.  MUG notes that community gardening is most 

successful when it is community-driven, maintained for long-term use, and has a “critical mass” of 

support from individuals that reflect the demographic makeup of the neighborhood.  To wit, MUG 

encourages prospective garden operators to form partnerships with neighborhood institutions like 

churches, businesses, food banks, schools, senior centers, and cultural centers who may also benefit 

from local food production and community interaction.   

To form a successful garden is a long-term process.  MUG notes that successful gardens may 

take two to three years from start to complete build-out.  They assist with community readiness 

assessments and provide information to groups about the “breadth of what is involved in becoming a 

community garden” (MUG Community Garden Handbook, 12).  After the assessment phase, MUG helps 

obtain permits, approvals and use agreements.  They host community design workshops so that 

community members and organizations design the gardens they want and assist with fundraising for 

long-term stability.  Finally, MUG supports construction efforts on gardens sites and especially 

infrastructure development, particularly irrigation, composting, fencing, and tool storage. 

When the organization first started operations in 2000, the city of Milwaukee had about 300 

vacant lots.  The foreclosure crisis wrought havoc on city homeowners, and today, more than 3,000 lots 

remain vacant.  Many city policies have therefore emerged to support the efforts of farmers, families, 

and homeowners to reverse this phenomenon.  However, as in Frogtown, the city of Milwaukee offers 

only three-year leasing arrangements to Milwaukee Urban Gardens, albeit for a low yearly rental fee of 

$25 plus property taxes.  To cover these taxes, many MUG gardens have membership options that range 

from purchasing individual garden plots to sponsoring entire garden beds.  Memberships are renewed 

annually.  To date, revenue from memberships has provided MUG the resources to continually grow 

operations and to support community development through greening efforts.  Milwaukee Urban 
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Gardens is, in effect, a landlord for community gardening operations that provides capacity building 

services and liason between community gardening groups, individuals, organizations, and the city. 

Baltimore Green Space (BGS), by contrast, has constructed arrangements with the city of 

Baltimore to guarantee long-term preservation of garden space into perpetuity.  In Baltimore alone, 

there are more than 16,000 vacant homes while more than 4,400 city-owned lots are vacant.  In some 

parts of the city, entire blocks have vacancy rates above eighty-percent.  The need for something, 

anything, to be done to mitigate the effects of vacant land and vacant properties makes the city more 

willing to take risks with management strategies.   

Baltimore Green Space successfully lobbied the city to reconceptualize its land acquisition 

policy.  Like Milwaukee Urban Gardens, land must be continually occupied for community gardening or 

other greening purposes for a minimum of five years before BGS is willing to go through the processes 

involved with banking land.  When those five years pass and the garden is continually occupied, BGS 

begins a multi-step process to determine whether or not they take on the land.  Soil samples, historical 

uses of the site, internal application processes, and filing paperwork with the city usually take another 

year before the land may be banked in perpetuity.  BGS agrees to a permanent land transfer fee $1 per 

lot to the city plus any legal fees associated with deed transfers.  They made another deal with the city 

to make city-donated land tax free, although they do pay property taxes on land donated by private 

individuals.   

With over 450 community gardens under its watch, BGS notes that “land preservation is rarely 

quick” (BGS Preservation Doc).  In many ways, the slow and iterative process works in everyone’s 

favor.  Community groups willing to take on a long-term stake in a garden prove their commitment to 

land stewardship to both BGS and the city.  It minimizes the costs that BGS could accrue if independent 

management structures were not in place, allowing the organization to fulfill its mission of advocacy, 

support, and technical assistance.  They city gets guarantees of both stewardship and project longevity 
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before it agrees to sell.  Finally, BGS requires that individuals and community groups link themselves 

with community organizations like churches, food shelves, and non-profits who also take a stake in 

management and stewardship. 

 When a group decides to go into the land banking process with BGS, they agree to fold 

themselves into the organizational structure of BGS.  The site manager for the garden becomes a 

Baltimore Green Space Site Manager, and organizational sponsors sign on as Baltimore Green Space 

Partner Organizations.  Under this long-term agreement for sites, Baltimore Green Space is responsible 

for holding the title of the space, carrying property and liability insurance, responding to requests for 

assistance, providing annual site monitoring and site signage, and paying real estate taxes.  The BGS 

Community Partner is responsible for supporting efforts of the site manager, identifying and securing 

resources to support ongoing maintenance, and providing access to office space, phones, internet and 

other technical resources, where available, to facilitate community engagement and site success.  The 

site manager is obligated to organize and support volunteers, monitor environmental quality on the site, 

maintain the site using BGS best practices, and other managerial functions. 

 Milwaukee and Baltimore have organizations that have successfully advocated for and won 

major victories on gardening programs as a strategy to green their respective cities.  Due to the massive 

number of vacant residences and land in Baltimore, Baltimore Green Space has been able to preserve 

over 450 lots for community use permanently.  Milwaukee Urban Gardens, with support from the city, 

have been able to secure 3-year leasing arrangements and promote greening throughout the city as a 

means for community development and support.  Both of these organizations may provide some 

strategies for Frogtown gardeners in their push toward land preservation. 
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